Abstract Nowadays, it is generally acknowledged that Computer Experiments (CE) are useful in replacing totally or partially physical experiments, because the physical experimentation may be, in a number of circumstances, expensive or even unapproachable. In both contests, a careful selection of the design points is mandatory if the aim is to study how the observed responses vary when the input variables are set to the values in a range of interest. In physical experimentation, the protocol is the Design of Experiments (DoE), a methodology whose basic principles are questioned in CE. When the output of a CE can be predicted by assuming Gaussian responses with covariance depending parametrically on the distance between the locations, the use of the so called space-filling designs (random designs, stratified designs and Latin Hypercube designs) is a common choice, according to the principle that the nearer an untried point is to the design points the better is the prediction. In this paper we focus on the class of Latin Hypercube (LH) designs. According to the mentioned Gaussian assumption, the behaviour of various LH designs is examined, in order to minimize the prediction error at the points of a regular lattice. We reduce the problem to an algebraic statistical model and we use both symbolic algebraic software and statistical software, in principle for a generic size (number of factors and levels). We produce closed-form computation of the variance of the Gaussian linear prediction as a function of the design, in order to allow the user to perform the comparison across the LH designs.
